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This immensely usable archive of vintage illustrations not only offers a wonderful window on the

goods and merchandise of a bygone era, but is an absolute treasure trove of easily reproducible

graphic art as well.Some 2,300 cuts culled from such rare nineteenth-century periodicals as The Art

Journal, The Illustrated London News, The Scientific American, and The Youth's Companion have

been organized in convenient categories: clothes, furniture, kitchenware, toys and games, musical

instruments, stationery supplies, domestic accessories, and much more.Among them are detailed

and highly reproducible illustrations of fans, corsets, toiletry kits, jewelry, roller skates, a baby

carriage, bicycles, baseball gloves, a pencil sharpener, crayons, fountain pen, typewriter, drafting

tools, compass, microscope, feather duster, parasol, small table with smoking paraphernalia,

high-topped "storm slippers," and hundreds of other objects.
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This immensely usable archive of vintage illustrations not only offers a wonderful window on the

goods and merchandise of a bygone era, but is an absolute treasure trove of easily reproducible

graphic art as well.Some 2,300 cuts culled from such rare nineteenth-century periodicals as The Art

Journal, The Illustrated London News, The Scientific American, and The Youth's Companion have

been organized in convenient categories: clothes, furniture, kitchenware, toys and games, musical

instruments, stationery supplies, domestic accessories, and much more.Among them are detailed



and highly reproducible illustrations of fans, corsets, toiletry kits, jewelry, roller skates, a baby

carriage, bicycles, baseball gloves, a pencil sharpener, crayons, fountain pen, typewriter, drafting

tools, compass, microscope, feather duster, parasol, small table with smoking paraphernalia,

high-topped "storm slippers," and hundreds of other objects.

this is a very comprehensive book of images, but they are all super tiny and you can tell they were

shrank down from much larger images and not edited well. the lines are very close together on a lot

of the drawings and make the effect a little blurry. i still like having it around for reference.

The book is just amazing. Everytime I pick it up new things pop out at me and I have looked through

it many times already.

Work as supposed to - best one

entertaining and great reference

I purchased the book for Victorian inspiration for use in ATCs, collage work, and steampunk art

material. Wonderful ideas and features for use with mermaids, sirens, and other collage projects.

I like this book for reference as an artist. I really enjoy old Victorian items because they have an

element of creepy. It's good to have a quick reference at your fingertips when illustrating.

It's a great book, here you will find many quality and beautiful pictures for your design.I really liked it,

this is very useful for the designer.

My daughter-in-law enjoyed this for Christmas, she has an interest in Victorian ephemera, though

not of the "steam punk" variety!
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